Assembly of Genius Baby Musical Infant Stimulation Mobile

1-Crib Base Plate and attachment Wheel with Upright
1- Upright extension
1-Top Curved Upright Arm
1-Circular Music Block with hook
1-Crossbar (top)
1-Crossbar (bottom)Note: Darker in color
4-Geometric black, white and red cloth shapes with strings
1-bagged set of Reversible infant stimulation graphic/ baby EQ cards.
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*****************************************************************************

Mobile Assembly: Must be assembled and operated by an Adult.
Suggested Use: Birth - 5 months.
*****************************************************************************
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1-Insert upright extension(B) to Crib Base Plate and attachment Wheel (A)
2-Insert Top Curved Upright Arm(C) to upright extension(B)
3-Attach the crib base attachment wheel securely to the crib railing.




Pass threaded rod through bars to the outside of crib.
Rest lip of crib base on top of crib railing; position plate against crib bars.
Tighten attachment wheel firmly in place.

4-Attach the hole at the top of the Music Box to the Hook on the Curved upright arm. this will be a tight fit so
the music box will not accidentally fall into the crib.
5-attach the 2 crossbar pieces to each other (E) and (F)
6-attach the hole on top of the crossbars to the hook on the bottom of the Music Box, this will be a tight fit so
the music box will not accidentally fall into the crib.
7-attach the 4 Geometric black, white and red cloth shapes(G) with strings to the holes in the crossbars
knotting each twice.
8-Slide infant stimulation graphic cards (H) into vinyl pockets facing baby. Simpler cards at first. Baby will enjoy
the Mobile more, if you change the cards occasionally. By 2 months, you may like to replace the simple
graphics to more complex cards. i.e. expressive bay graphics.
Note: Family pictures may be added.
9-Please do not over wind music box mechanism.
******************************************* CAUTION **************************************
Possible entanglement injury. Keep out of baby’s reach. REMOVE mobile from crib or playpen when baby
begins to push up on hands and knees.

